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Historical Concepts Between Eastern and Western Europe
This volume consists of a collection of essays devoted to study of the most recent
educational reform in Russia. In his first decree Boris Yeltsin proclaimed education
a top priority of state policy. Yet the economic decline which accompanied the
collapse of the Soviet Union dealt a crippling blow to reformist aspirations, and to
the existing school system itself. The public lost faith in school reform and by the
mid-1990s a reaction had set in. Nevertheless, large-scale changes have been
effected in finance, structure, governance and curricula. At the same time, there
has been a renewed and widespread appreciation for the positive aspects of the
Soviet legacy in schooling. The essays presented here compare current
educational reform to reforms of the past, analyze it in a broader cultural, political
and social context, and study the shifts that have occurred at the different levels of
schooling 'from political decision-making and changes in school administration to
the rewriting textbooks and teachers' everyday problems. The authors are both
Russian educators, who have played a leading role in implementation of the
reform, and Western scholars, who have been studying it from its very early
stages. Together, they formulate an intricate but cohesive picture, which is in
keeping with the complex nature of the reform itself. Contributors: Kara Brown,
(Indiana University) * Ben Eklof (Indiana University) * Isak D. Froumin, (World Bank,
Moscow) * Larry E. Holmes (University of South Alabama) * Igor Ionov, (Russian
History Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences) * Viacheslav Karpov & Elena
Lisovskaya, (Western Michigan University) * Vera Kaplan, (Tel Aviv University) *
Stephen T. Kerr, (University of Washington) * James Muckle, (University of
Nottingham) * Nadya Peterson, (Hunter College) * Scott Seregny, (Indiana
University-Purdue University Indianapolis) * Alexander Shevyrev, (Moscow State
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Reassessing Cold War Europe
Winner of the 2018 American Academy of Diplomacy Douglas Dillon Award
Shortlisted for the 2018 Duff Cooper Prize in Literary Nonfiction “[A] brilliant
book…by far the best study yet” (Paul Kennedy, The Wall Street Journal) of the
gripping history behind the Marshall Plan and its long-lasting influence on our
world. In the wake of World War II, with Britain’s empire collapsing and Stalin’s on
the rise, US officials under new Secretary of State George C. Marshall set out to
reconstruct western Europe as a bulwark against communist authoritarianism.
Their massive, costly, and ambitious undertaking would confront Europeans and
Americans alike with a vision at odds with their history and self-conceptions. In the
process, they would drive the creation of NATO, the European Union, and a
Western identity that continue to shape world events. Benn Steil’s “thoroughly
researched and well-written account” (USA TODAY) tells the story behind the birth
of the Cold War, told with verve, insight, and resonance for today. Focusing on the
critical years 1947 to 1949, Benn Steil’s gripping narrative takes us through the
seminal episodes marking the collapse of postwar US-Soviet relations—the Prague
coup, the Berlin blockade, and the division of Germany. In each case, Stalin’s
determination to crush the Marshall Plan and undermine American power in Europe
is vividly portrayed. Bringing to bear fascinating new material from American,
Russian, German, and other European archives, Steil’s account will forever change
how we see the Marshall Plan. “Trenchant and timely…an ambitious, deeply
researched narrative that…provides a fresh perspective on the coming Cold War”
(The New York Times Book Review), The Marshall Plan is a polished and masterly
work of historical narrative. An instant classic of Cold War literature, it “is a
gripping, complex, and critically important story that is told with clarity and
precision” (The Christian Science Monitor).

The Decay of Western Civilisation and Resurgence of Russia
In most analyses of the Cold War's end the ideological aspects of Gorbachev's
"new thinking" are treated largely as incidental to the broader considerations of
power. English demonstrates that Gorbachev's foreign policy was the result of an
intellectual revolution. He analyzes the rise of a liberal policy-academic elite and its
impact on the Cold War's end.

Saluting Aron Gurevich
The seventeen authors of this volume present an all-round picture of the person,
the work, and the influence of the Russian medievalist Aron Gurevich who
introduced innovative approaches to scholarship against all odds. Professor Janos
Bak, Central European University

Post-Cold War Borders
An intriguing "intellectual portrait" of a generation of Soviet reformers, this book is
also a fascinating case study of how ideas can change the course of history. In
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power—as gloss on what was essentially a retreat forced by crisis and decline.
Robert English makes a major contribution by demonstrating that Gorbachev's
foreign policy was in fact the result of an intellectual revolution. English analyzes
the rise of a liberal policy-academic elite and its impact on the Cold War's end.
English worked in the archives of the USSR Foreign Ministry and also gained access
to the restricted collections of leading foreign-policy institutes. He also conducted
nearly 400 interviews with Soviet intellectuals and policy makers—from
Khrushchev- and Brezhnev-era Politburo members to Perestroika-era notables such
as Eduard Shevardnadze and Gorbachev himself. English traces the rise of a
"Westernizing" worldview from the post-Stalin years, through a group of liberals in
the late1960s–70s, to a circle of close advisers who spurred Gorbachev's most
radical reforms.

Russia and Western Man
A dazzling work of intellectual history by a world-renowned scholar, spanning the
years from Peter the Great to the fall of the Soviet Union, this book gives us a clear
and sweeping view of Russia not as an eternal barbarian menace but as an
outermost, if laggard, member in the continuum of European nations.

Russia
In Russia, a group of leading Russian intellectuals and social scientists join with top
researchers from around the world to examine the social, political, and economic
transformation in Russia. This timely and important book of orginal essays makes
clear that neither politics nor economics alone holds the key to Russia's future,
presenting critical perspectives on challenges facing Russia, both in its domestic
policies and in its international relations. It also explores how global order—or
disorder—may develop over the coming decades.Contributors include: Oleg Atkov,
Timothy J. Colton, Georgi Derluguian, Mikhail K. Gorshkov, Leonid Grigoriev, Nur
Kirabaev, Andrew C. Kuchins, Bobo Lo, Roderic Lyne, Vladimir Popov, Alexander
Rahr, Richard Sakwa, Guzel Ulumbekova, Vladimir I. Yakunin, Rustem Zhangozha.

Russia and Europe in the Twenty-First Century
From Moscow, the world looks different. It is through understanding how Russia
sees the world—and its place in it—that the West can best meet the Russian
challenge. Russia and the West are like neighbors who never seem able to
understand each other. A major reason, this book argues, is that Western leaders
tend to think that Russia should act as a “rational” Western nation—even though
Russian leaders for centuries have thought and acted based on their country's
much different history and traditions. Russia, through Western eyes, is
unpredictable and irrational, when in fact its leaders from the czars to Putin almost
always act in their own very predictable and rational ways. For Western leaders to
try to engage with Russia without attempting to understand how Russians look at
the world is a recipe for repeated disappointment and frequent crises. Keir Giles, a
senior expert on Russia at Britain's prestigious Chatham House, describes how
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rest of the world. These approaches may seem deeply alien in the West, but
understanding them is essential for successful engagement with Moscow. Giles
argues that understanding how Moscow's leaders think—not just Vladimir Putin but
his predecessors and eventual successors—will help their counterparts in the West
develop a less crisis-prone and more productive relationship with Russia.

Educational Reform in Post-Soviet Russia
Moscow Rules
In the aftermath of the Ukraine crises, borders within the wider post-Cold War and
post-Soviet context have become a key issue for international relations and public
political debate. These borders are frequently viewed in terms of military
preparedness and confrontation, but behind armed territorial conflicts there has
been a broader shift in the regional balance of power and sovereignty. This book
explores border conflicts in the EU’s eastern neighbourhood via a detailed focus on
state power and sovereignty, set in the context of post-Cold war politics and
international relations. By identifying changing definitions of sovereignty and
political space the authors highlight competing strategies of legitimising and
challenging borders that have emerged as a result of geopolitical transformations
of the last three decades. This book uses comparative studies to examine country
specific variation in border negotiation and conflict, and pays close attention to
shifts in political debates that have taken place between the end of State
Socialism, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the outbreak of the Ukraine crises.
From this angle, Post-Cold War Borders sheds new light on change and variation in
the political rhetoric of the EU, the Russian Federation, Ukraine and neighbouring
EU member countries. Ultimately, the book aims to provide a new interpretation of
changes in international order and how they relate to shifting concepts of
sovereignty and territoriality in post-Cold war Europe. Shedding new light on
negotiation and conflict over post-Soviet borders, this book will be of interest to
students, researchers and policy makers in the fields of Russian and East European
studies, international relations, geography, border studies and politics.

Divided Dreamworlds?
In the summer and fall of 1991, Anne Applebaum, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Gulag and Iron Curtain, took a three month road trip through the freshly
independent borderlands of Eastern Europe. She deftly weaves the harrowing
history of the region and captures the effects of political upheaval on a personal
level. An extraordinary journey into the past and present of the lands east of
Poland and west of Russia—an area defined throughout its history by colliding
empires. Traveling from the former Soviet naval center of Kaliningrad on the Baltic
to the Black Sea port of Odessa, Anne Applebaum encounters a rich range of
competing cultures, religions, and national aspirations. In reasserting their
heritage, the inhabitants of the borderlands attempt to build a future grounded in
their fractured ancestral legacies. In the process, neighbors unearth old conflicts,
devote themselves to recovering lost culture, and piece together competing
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borderlands and the shaping power of the past.

Russia and the Idea of the West
A Sunday Times bestseller "This riveting, immaculately researched book is
arguably the best single volume written about Putin, the people around him and
perhaps even about contemporary Russia itself in the past three decades." —Peter
Frankopan, Financial Times Interference in American elections. The sponsorship of
extremist politics in Europe. War in Ukraine. In recent years, Vladimir Putin’s Russia
has waged a concerted campaign to expand its influence and undermine Western
institutions. But how and why did all this come about, and who has orchestrated it?
In Putin’s People, the investigative journalist and former Moscow correspondent
Catherine Belton reveals the untold story of how Vladimir Putin and the small
group of KGB men surrounding him rose to power and looted their country. Delving
deep into the workings of Putin’s Kremlin, Belton accesses key inside players to
reveal how Putin replaced the freewheeling tycoons of the Yeltsin era with a new
generation of loyal oligarchs, who in turn subverted Russia’s economy and legal
system and extended the Kremlin's reach into the United States and Europe. The
result is a chilling and revelatory exposé of the KGB’s revanche—a story that
begins in the murk of the Soviet collapse, when networks of operatives were able
to siphon billions of dollars out of state enterprises and move their spoils into the
West. Putin and his allies subsequently completed the agenda, reasserting Russian
power while taking control of the economy for themselves, suppressing
independent voices, and launching covert influence operations abroad. Ranging
from Moscow and London to Switzerland and Brooklyn’s Brighton Beach—and
assembling a colorful cast of characters to match—Putin’s People is the definitive
account of how hopes for the new Russia went astray, with stark consequences for
its inhabitants and, increasingly, the world.

Putin's World
The Eagle and the Trident
What explains the rise of populist movements across the West and their affinity
towards Russia? UKIP’s Brexit victory, Trump’s triumph, and the successive
elections and referendums in Europe were united by a repudiation of the liberal
international order. These new political forces envision the struggle to reproduce
and advance Western civilisation to be fought along a patriotism–cosmopolitanism
or nationalism–globalism battlefield, in which Russia becomes a partner rather than
an adversary. Armed with neomodernism and geoeconomics, Russia has
inadvertently taken on a central role in the decay of Western civilisation. This book
explores the cooperation and competition between Western and Russian
civilisation and the rise of anti-establishment political forces both contesting the
international liberal order and expressing the desire for closer relations with
Russia. Diesen proposes that Western civilisation has reached a critical juncture as
modern society (gesellschaft) has overwhelmed and exhausted the traditional
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civilisation and the subsequent impact on cooperation and conflict with Russia. The
author also considers whether Russia’s international conservativism is authentic
and can negate the West’s decadence, or if it is merely a shrewd strategy by a
rival civilisation also in decay. This volume will be of interest to scholars of
international relations, political science, security studies, international political
economy, and Russian studies.

The Return of the Cold War
This book presents a comprehensive reassessment of Europe in the Cold War
period, 1945-91. Contrary to popular belief, it shows that relations between East
and West were based not only on confrontation and mutual distrust, but also on
collaboration. The authors reveal that - despite opposing ideologies - there was in
fact considerable interaction and exchange between different Eastern and Western
actors (such states, enterprises, associations, organisations and individuals)
irrespective of the Iron Curtain. This book challenges both the traditional
understanding of the East-West juxtaposition and the relevancy of the Iron Curtain.
Covering the full period, and taking into account a range of spheres including
trade, scientific-technical co-operation, and cultural and social exchanges, it
reveals how smaller countries and smaller actors in Europe were able to forge and
implement their agendas within their own blocs. The books suggests that given
these lower-level actors engaged in mutually beneficial cooperation, often running
counter to the ambitions of the bloc-leaders, the rules of Cold War interaction were
not, in fact, exclusively dictated by the superpowers.

Russia under Western Eyes
Mikhail Bakhtin (1895-1975) has had an enormous influence on literary studies and
cultural theory. Bakhtin between East and West: Cross-Cultural Transmission looks
beyond the concepts of carnival and dialogue and traces for the first time the
transformation of the Bakhtin Circle's thought from its introduction to the West in
Julia Kristeva's seminal late-1960s theory of intertextuality, through Tzvetan
Todorov's landmark study and on to contemporary interpretations. The notion of
sociality in all its problematic complexity provides the red thread guiding us
through this historical and thematic examination of Western and Russian Bakhtin
studies. As a critical evaluation of Bakhtin scholarship across various cultures and a
celebration of the vigour of the Circle's legacy, this is an invaluable resource for
scholars and students with an interest in Bakhtin and critical theory.

Poland Between East and West
From renowned foreign policy expert Angela Stent comes a dissection of how Putin
created a paranoid and polarized world -- and increased Russia's status on the
global stage. How did Russia manage to emerge resurgent on the world stage and
play a weak hand so effectively? Is it because Putin is a brilliant strategist? Or has
Russia stepped into a vacuum created by the West's distraction with its own
domestic problems and US ambivalence about whether it still wants to act as a
superpower? Putin's World examines the country's turbulent past, how it has
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and their future ambitions -- and their conviction that the West has tried to deny
them a seat at the table of great powers since the USSR collapsed. This book looks
at Russia's key relationships -- its downward spiral with the United States, Europe,
and NATO; its ties to China, Japan, the Middle East; and with its neighbors,
particularly the fraught relationship with Ukraine. Putin's World will help Americans
understand how and why the post-Cold War era has given way to a new, more
dangerous world, one in which Russia poses a challenge to the United States in
every corner of the globe -- and one in which Russia has become a toxic and
divisive subject in US politics.

Bakhtin Between East and West
The last five years have proven to be quite tumultuous for Ukraine. The Orange
Revolution, as witnessed around the world, sought to overthrow the ancien régime
and to replace it with younger, more democratic leaders. At the same time it was a
declaration that Ukraine was truly a European nation that duly embraced the
democratic values of the west. However, disappointment soon replaced the
euphoria of the victory. This volume attempts to show the elements of change and
conflict that have arisen since the Orange Revolution and to explain some of
Ukraine's challenges today on its meandering path between East and West.

Inventing Eastern Europe
This report examines current Russian hostile measures in Europe and forecasts
how Russia might threaten Europe using these measures over the next few years.
This report observes that Russia has the most strategic interest in influencing
western Europe, but it has the most leverage over countries of eastern Europe, and
offers a range of recommendations for the U.S. government and for the U.S. Army
on countering hostile measures.

Russia between east and west: Russian foreign policy on the
threshold of the twenty-first century
A comparison between Russian and Polish texts of travels to the Orient in the
Nineteenth-Century.

Russia's Turn to the East
In the nineteenth century, the Russian Empire’s Middle Volga region (today’s
Tatarstan) was the site of a prolonged struggle between Russian Orthodoxy and
Islam, each of which sought to solidify its influence among the frontier’s mix of
Turkic, Finno-Ugric, and Slavic peoples. The immediate catalyst of the events that
Agnès Nilüfer Kefeli chronicles in Becoming Muslim in Imperial Russia was the
collective turn to Islam by many of the region’s Kräshens, the Muslim and animist
Tatars who converted to Russian Orthodoxy between the sixteenth and eighteenth
centuries. The traditional view holds that the apostates had really been Muslim all
along or that their conversions had been forced by the state or undertaken
voluntarily as a matter of convenience. In Kefeli’s view, this argument vastly
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cultures of both Islam and Orthodox Christianity and where a vibrant Kräshen
community has survived to the present. By analyzing Russian, Eurasian, and
Central Asian ethnographic, administrative, literary, and missionary sources, Kefeli
shows how traditional education, with Sufi mystical components, helped to Islamize
Finno-Ugric and Turkic peoples in the Kama-Volga countryside and set the stage for
the development of modernist Islam in Russia. Of particular interest is Kefeli’s
emphasis on the role that Tatar women (both Kräshen and Muslim) played as
holders and transmitters of Sufi knowledge. Today, she notes, intellectuals and
mullahs in Tatarstan seek to revive both Sufi and modernist traditions to
counteract new expressions of Islam and promote a purely Tatar Islam aware of its
specificity in a post-Christian and secular environment.

The Lands in Between
Rangsimaporn argues that Russia aspires to become a great power and tries to
achieve this through utilizing its position as a Eurasian country, with vast territories
in East Asia, its economic assets, primarily arms and energy, and careful
management of its role in a multipolar East Asia with a complex balance of power.

Russia's Hostile Measures in Europe
Through a series of essays on key events in recent years in Russia, the western exrepublics of the USSR and the countries of the one-time Warsaw Pact, John
Besemeres seeks to illuminate the domestic politics of the most important states,
as well as Moscow’s relations with all of them. At the outset, he takes some
backward glances at the violent suppression of national life in the ‘bloodlands’ of
Europe during World War II by the Stalinist and Nazi regimes, which helps to
explain much about the region’s dynamics since. His concern throughout is that a
large area of Europe with a combined population well in excess of Russia’s could
again be consigned by the West to Moscow’s care, not this time by more and less
malign forms of collusion, but by distracted negligence or incomprehension. ‘This is
a wonderful collection of essays from a leading Eastern Europe specialist. John
Besemeres brings a lifetime of experience, profound insights, and an incisive style
to subjects ranging from wartime and post-war Poland through contemporary
Ukraine to Putin’s Russia. At a time when doublespeak has become the new
normal, his refreshing honesty has never been in greater need.’ — Bobo Lo This
publication was awarded a Centre for European Studies Publication Prize in 2015.
The prize covers the cost of professional copyediting.

Between Europe and Asia
Russia's stealth invasion of Ukraine and its assault on the US elections in 2016
forced a reluctant West to grapple with the effects of hybrid war. While most
citizens in the West are new to the problems of election hacking, state-sponsored
disinformation campaigns, influence operations by foreign security services, and
frozen conflicts, citizens of the frontline states between Russia and the European
Union have been dealing with these issues for years. The Lands in Between: Russia
vs. the West and the New Politics of Russia's Hybrid War contends that these
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politics is becoming increasingly similar to the lands in between, where hybrid
warfare has polarized parties and voters into two camps: those who support a
Western vision of liberal democracy and those who support a Russian vision of
nationalist authoritarianism. Paradoxically, while politics increasingly boils down to
a zero sum "civilizational choice" between Russia and the West, those who rise to
the pinnacle of the political system in the lands in between are often nonideological power brokers who have found a way to profit from both sides, taking
rewards from both Russia and the West. Increasingly, the political pathologies of
these small, vulnerable, and backwards states in Europe are our problems too. In
this deepening conflict, we are all lands in between.

A Difficult Neighbourhood
An insider’s account of the complex relations between the United States and postSoviet Ukraine The Eagle and the Trident provides the first comprehensive account
of the development of U.S. diplomatic relations with an independent Ukraine,
covering the years 1992 through 2004 following the collapse of the Soviet Union.
The United States devoted greater attention to Ukraine than any other post-Soviet
state (except Russia) after the breakup of the Soviet Union. Steven Pifer, a career
Foreign Service officer, worked on U.S.-Ukraine relations at the State Department
and the White House during that period and also served as ambassador to Ukraine.
With this volume he has written the definitive narrative of the ups and downs in
the relationship between Washington and newly independent Ukraine. The
relationship between the two countries moved from heady days in the mid- 1990s,
when they declared a strategic partnership, to troubled times after 2002. During
the period covered by the book, the United States generally succeeded in its major
goals in Ukraine, notably the safe transfer of nearly 2,000 strategic nuclear
weapons left there after the Soviet collapse. Washington also provided robust
support for Ukraine’s effort to develop into a modern, democratic, market-oriented
state. But these efforts aimed at reforming the state proved only modestly
successful, leaving a nation that was not resilient enough to stand up to Russian
aggression in Crimea in 2014. The author reflects on what worked and what did not
work in the various U.S. approaches toward Ukraine. He also offers a practitioner’s
recommendations for current U.S. policies in the context of ongoing uncertainty
about the political stability of Ukraine and Russia’s long-term intentions toward its
smaller but important neighbor.

Russia as an Aspiring Great Power in East Asia
Europe and Russia are pushing against each other in a contest of economic
doctrines and political ambitions, seemingly erasing the vision of cooperation that
emerged from the end of the Cold War. Thane Gustafson argues that natural gas
serves as a bridge over troubled geopolitical waters, uniting the region through
common economic interests.

Russia and the Idea of the West
More than a decade after the breakdown of the Soviet Empire and the reunification
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Russia Between East and West
Gabriel Gorodetsky unravels President Putin's efforts to re-establish Russia's
position as a major power, attempting to reconcile Russia's traditional national
interests with the newly emerging social and political entity taking shape at home.

Putin's People
This book examines the crisis in Ukraine, tracing its development and analysing
the factors which lie behind it. It discusses above all how the two sides have
engaged in political posturing, accusations, escalating sanctions and further
escalating threats, arguing that the ease with which both sides have reverted to a
Cold War mentality demonstrates that the Cold War belief systems never really
disappeared, and that the hopes raised in the aftermath of the collapse of the
Soviet Union for a new era in East-West relations were misplaced. The book pays
special attention to the often ignored origins of the crisis within Ukraine itself, and
the permanent damage caused by the fact that Ukrainians are killing Ukrainians in
the eastern parts of the country. It also assesses why Cold War belief systems have
re-emerged so easily, and concludes by considering the likely long-term
ramifications of the crisis, arguing that the deep-rooted lack of trust makes the
possibility of compromise even harder than in the original Cold War.

Between East and West
This book is open access under a CC BY license. This book explores if and how
Russian policies towards the Far East region of the country – and East Asia more
broadly – have changed since the onset of the Ukraine crisis and Russia’s
annexation of Crimea. Following the 2014 annexation and the subsequent
enactment of a sanctions regime against the country, the Kremlin has emphasized
the eastern vector in its external relations. But to what extent has Russia’s 'pivot
to the East' intensified or changed in nature – domestically and internationally –
since the onset of the current crisis in relations with the West? Rather than taking
the declared 'pivot' as a fact and exploring the consequences of it, the contributors
to this volume explore whether a pivot has indeed happened or if what we see
today is the continuation of longer-duration trends, concerns and ambitions.

The East-West Discourse
This volume examines East-West rhetoric in several different historical contexts,
seeking to problematise its implicit assumptions and analyse its consequences.

Russia Between East and West
Kreutz examines the political strategy and diplomatic engagement of the Russian
Federation and the former Soviet Union toward the Arab states in Southwest Asia
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The Bridge
Between Europe and Asia analyzes the origins and development of Eurasianism, an
intellectual movement that proclaimed the existence of Eurasia, a separate
civilization coinciding with the former Russian Empire. The essays in the volume
explore the historical roots, the heyday of the movement in the 1920s, and the
afterlife of the movement in the Soviet and post-Soviet periods. The first study to
offer a multifaceted account of Eurasianism in the twentieth century and to touch
on the movement's intellectual entanglements with history, politics, literature, or
geography, this book also explores Eurasianism's influences beyond Russia. The
Eurasianists blended their search for a primordial essence of Russian culture with
radicalism of Europe's interwar period. In reaction to the devastation and
dislocation of the wars and revolutions, they celebrated the Orthodox Church and
the Asian connections of Russian culture, while rejecting Western individualism and
democracy. The movement sought to articulate a non-European, non-Western
modernity, and to underscore Russia's role in the colonial world. As the authors
demonstrate, Eurasianism was akin to many fascist movements in interwar Europe,
and became one of the sources of the rhetoric of nationalist mobilization in
Vladimir Putin's Russia. This book presents the rich history of the concept of
Eurasianism, and how it developed over time to achieve its present form.

Becoming Muslim in Imperial Russia
There has never been a more important time to understand Russia's relationship
with Europe and it is the subsequent sense of unease both in Russia and Europe
which provides the focus for this investigation and which will make it of use to
specialist and general readers alike.

Ukraine on Its Meandering Path Between East and West
Wolff explores how Western thinkers contributed to defining and characterizing
Eastern Europe as half-civilized and barbaric.

Between East and West
An authoritative short history of Russia, from the mysterious origins of the nationstate to the death of Stalin A classic work now back in print for the first time since
1956—and still regarded as one of the groundbreaking books on the subject—this
narrative history of Russia was the first to encompass the myth-befogged
beginnings of the nation-state, the rise and cataclysmic fall of tsarism, and the
Spartan years of the U.S.S.R. Charques emphasizes three points of view: that
autocracy has played a dominant role throughout all of Russian history; that
serfdom is the fabric of Russia’s social history; and that it is of paramount
importance to recognize Russia’s present regime under Putin and Medvedev as the
latest phase in a long history of oppression.
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Russia in the Middle East
The Marshall Plan
The collapse of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe brought widespread fear
of a 'tidal wave' of immigrants from the East into Western Europe. Quite apart from
the social and political importance, East-West migration also poses a challenge to
established theories of migration, as in most cases the migrant flow cannot be
categorised as either refugee movement or a labour migration. Indeed much of the
trans-border movement is not officially recognised, as many migrants are
temporary, commuting, 'tourists' or illegal, and remain invisible to the authorities.
This book focuses on Russian migration into Western Europe following the break-up
of the Soviet Union. Helen Kopnina explores the concept of 'community' through an
examination of the lives of Russian migrants in two major European cities, London
and Amsterdam. In both cases Kopnina finds an 'invisible community',
inadequately defined in existing literature. Arguing that Russian migrants are
highly diverse, both socially and in terms of their views and adaptation strategies,
Kopnina uncovers a community divided by mutual antagonisms, prompting many
to reject the idea of belonging to a community at all. Based on extensive
interviews, this fascinating and unique ethnographic account of the 'new migration'
challenges the underlying assumptions of traditional migration studies and postmodern theories. It provides a powerful critique for the study of new migrant
groups in Western Europe and the wider process of European identity formation.

Between East and West
Throughout most of Russian history, two views of who the Russians are have
dominated the minds of Russian intellectuals. Westerners assumed that Russia was
part of the West, whilst Slavophiles saw Russia as part of a Slavic civilization. At
present, it is Eurasianism that has emerged as the paradigm that has made
attempts to place Russia in a broad civilizational context and it has recently
become the only viable doctrine that is able to provide the very ideological
justification for Russia's existence as a multiethnic state. Eurasians assert that
Russia is a civilization in its own right, a unique blend of Slavic and non-Slavic,
mostly Turkic, people. While it is one of the important ideological trends in presentday Russia, Eurasianism, with its origins among Russian emigrants in the 1920s,
has a long history. Placing Eurasianism in a broad context, this book covers the
origins of Eurasianism, dwells on Eurasianism's major philosophical paradigms, and
places Eurasianism in the context of the development of Polish and Turkish
thought. The final part deals with the modern modification of Eurasianism. The
book is of great relevance to those who are interested in Russian/European and
Asian history area studies.

East to West Migration
With its unique focus on how culture contributed to the blurring of ideological
boundaries between the East and the West, this important volume offers
fascinating insights into the tensions, rivalries and occasional cooperation between
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Encompassing
in both
the arts
and sciences, the
authors analyze focal points, aesthetic preferences and cultural phenomena
through topics as wide-ranging as the East- and West German interior design; the
Soviet stance on genetics; US cultural diplomacy during and after the Cold War;
and the role of popular music as a universal cultural ambassador. Well positioned
at the cutting edge of Cold War studies, this important work illuminates some of
the striking paradoxes involved in the production and reception of culture in East
and West.
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